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Figure 1: Shots featuring particulate. c©Disney/Pixar. All rights reserved.

Abstract

In Finding Dory, particulate is the floating debris found in nearly
every underwater shot. More than sparkly eye candy, these unas-
suming specks convey fluid motion, camera speed, ambient water
environments, and can even amplify the emotional impact of a shot.
To this end, we built a unique pipeline which was ubiquitous, easy
to control and art-direct, yet unobtrusive to the on-screen action.
Novel techniques include ”infinite” camera-constrained particulate
regions for ocean particulate, mesh-constrained fluid simulations
for container particulate, screen-space and world-space character
interaction, efficient ways of post-processing and culling, and beau-
tiful caustic and chromatic aberration-adorned lighting.
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Art Direction Challenges

Achieving the desired look presented some interesting challenges:
Particle counts had to be kept low for rendering efficiency and sim-
ulation performance. Broad differences in character scale meant
particulate would be viewed both up close and from afar. Highly
variable cinematography presented us with problems of losing par-
ticulate to depth of field, motion blur, and also produced an undesir-
able star-field effect under fast camera motion. Most difficult of all
was making character interaction with particulate readable, while
keeping the effect of particulate on the final look subtle, so as to not
detract from the story.
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Simulation

Particulate simulations were run through SideFX’s Houdini. An
interface of Houdini prim proxies was created in Pixar’s in-house
animation package (Presto) to allow TDs to perform scene setup
in a familiar environment, while shipping scene geometry and sim
params via USD to Houdini. In Houdini, we receive the packaged
USD scene and unpackage and build the equivalent Houdini nodes
using custom node generators.

Rather than filling the ocean with particulate, a set of near and far
frustum-bound particle containers were constrained to main cam,
wherein particles exiting one side of a bounding region are recycled
on the opposite side. The separate near and far containers were
given different densities and scales, effectively creating the illusion
of an infinite region of particulate, while being relatively cheap.

Figure 2: Near and far particulate bounding region.
c©Disney/Pixar. All rights reserved.

Sim presets for different environments were produced as part of
look development. These presets typically included a common set
of forces, such as ocean swell/drift, noise, drag and spin. Shots
with heavy character motion also came pre-configured for character
interaction.
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Character Interaction

To convey the feeling of characters swimming through water, a vol-
umetric fluid simulation was used to advect particulate where nec-
essary. Because the volumes were all mesh-constrained, the fluid
simulations were memory efficient. Interaction effects were derived
from primitives or full character geometry, either in local or world
space. Automatic translation and/or rotation thresholds were used
to filter out character velocities that distracted from the overall ef-
fect. For the trail effect, procedural geometry was generated from
the character’s motion path. Both the interaction and trail systems
contained controls for time shifting/stretching the effect to account
for specific art direction.

It proved challenging to make these fluid sims visually salient from
different camera views without drastically increasing densities. In-
stead, a set of screen-space forces were developed, allowing more
particles in the final 2D images to take part in the interaction.

Post-Processing

Since particulate is usually a subtle visual cue rather than hero FX,
it was necessary to keep particles from distracting too much from
animation. Typically, this meant keeping particles from crossing
in front of characters’ eyes. To automate this process, we post-
processed sims, ray-tracing particles against character geometry in
screen-space to compute a set of particles to mask out. Similar
procedures were used to automatically cull particles that intersected
characters or set pieces over the course of a sim due to imperfect
collisions.

A novel Nuke post-process technique using instance IDs and depth
data also allowed culling individual particles post-render.

Lighting

Lighting lended greatly to the ethereal feel of particulate. Caustics
were produced using repeating texture loops applied to cookies. For
hero shots, FX water surface simulations in Houdini were used to
produce camera-aligned cookie textures, matching particulate light-
ing to the scene exactly. By applying the same caustics texture to
the particulate, the fog rays, and the ground lighting, we were able
to produce coherent, convincing lighting in the scene.

Figure 3: An example of a caustics cookie texture applied to the
particulate and underwater scene. c©Disney/Pixar. All rights re-
served.

Chromatic aberration was baked into the cookies by amplifying

R,G,B channels in specular highlights in Nuke to produce gradi-
ented rainbow effects. Coupled with lens distortion, the final ef-
fect is a kaleidoscope of color. A major render time improvement
over Finding Nemo was accomplished by using deep alpha layer-
ing in Nuke to perform matting, rather than matting particulate in
place with other BG elements. This allows the ray tracer to only
fire against particulate without incurring load costs of other assets,
which significantly improved time-to-first-bucket and overall frame
times.


